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The aim of the chapter is to describe advanced methods of forecasting used in 
modern, high-tech enterprises. One of them – the ARMA model considers the 
strong dependence between the individual observations, used for prediction of 
time series, characterized by high dynamics of change. Here will be explained 
the process of selection of its parameters, and method design of the model. 
Second – harmonic analysis – uses, in turn, the cyclicality of the time series 
by which to construct the model describing the time series and what is the 
forecast for future periods. The first method is a group of parametric models, 
the second one is nonparametric, and both use the nature of a change of time 
series. The use of these methods will be shown by example. 































enterprise.was. the.exponential. smoothing..They.are. identified.by.historical.




this.model. to. the. time. series. data..When. the. data. is. separated. in. time,. the.







point. in. time. in. which. it. was.made,. and. the. number. of. such. variables. to.
examine.for.a.dependency.that.occurs.between.them.
Modern. requirements. for. methods. of. forecasting. are. very. high.. They.
are. taking. into.account. the.nature.of. the.variable.changes. in. the.series.and.
trying. to. read. the. reasons. for. these.changes.. In. the. information. systems.of.
the.company,.the.modules.for.forecasting.often.used.methods.of.exponential.




2. ARMA – forecasting models based on time series
Data.is.recorded.on.the.enterprise.demand,.sales.volume,.material.requirements,.



































































𝑦𝑦 = 𝜑𝜑0 + 𝜑𝜑1𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜑𝜑2𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−2 + ⋯+ 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−𝑝𝑝 + et − Ф0 − Ф1𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡−1 − Ф2𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡−2 − ⋯−Ф𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡−𝑞𝑞 +
𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡
(3)














that. condition,. a. differentiation.method. is. used,. namely. the. calculation. of.
further.differences.according.to.the.formula:.∆yt= yt - yt-1..It.is.used.until.the.
time.series.is.stationary.(in.practice.no.more.than.three.times)..Alternatively,.









The. model. parameters. are. determined. based. on. ACF. autocorrelation.
(Autocorrelation Function). and. PACF. partial. autocorrelation. (Partial 
Autocorrelation Function)..This.is.done.using.the.Box-Jenkins.method.(Box 
& Jenkins, 2015)..The.farther.into.the.past,. the.smaller.the.influence.of.the.
time.series.variables.exerts.on.the.present..
Verification. of. an. ARIMA. model. is. performed. through. the. study.
of. the. autocorrelation. of. the. residues. of. the. model,. i.e.,. the. difference.
between.the.values.of.the.accepted.model,.and.the.actual..The.model.shows.
no. autocorrelation. of. residuals. in. the. case. when. the. coefficients. are. not.
significantly. different. from. zero.. Otherwise,. it. is. necessary. to. choose. the.
model.parameters.again.
















be. concluded. that. as. a. result. of. large. amounts. of. data,. cyclicity. is. always.
















of. the. spectral. density. function. (spectrum),. which. allows. to. identify. the.
harmonic. structure. of. the. time. series. and. to. determine. the. impact. of. the.
individual.components.of.the.formation.process.variance.(Talaga.&.Zieliński,.
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4. Verification of ARMA models and spectral analysis on the example of 
the number of orders in an enterprise







































was.accepted.at. the. level.p =.1.and.q =.1..The.forecast. is. thus.determined.
based.on.the.model.ARIMA.(1,.1,.1),.following.the.formula.(3).
The.model.is.presented.as.follows:























On. the. basis. of. the. periodogram,. it. can. be. concluded. that. the. time.
series.has.cyclic.fluctuations..Accordingly,.harmonics.will.be.designated.in.
accordance.with.(10).and.(11)..The.harmonics.values.that.have.the.greatest.




Number of harmonic Designation Period [week] Share in the explanation [%]
6 n/6 8.00 6.38
7 n/7 6.86 8.01
8 n/8 6.00 6.22
11 n/11 4.36 11.34
12 n/12 4.00 15.46
13 n/13 3.69 12.17
14 n/14 3.43 6.34
17 n/17 2.82 6.02
Using. the. harmonics. from. Table. 1. and. the. model. parameters. in. the.
process.of.transforming.the.time.series.into.the.frequency.domain,.the.model.
was.constructed.in.the.form:
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𝑡𝑡) − 1,84 ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (
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𝑡𝑡) − 4,208 ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (
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49 36 43.079 7.079 19.663
50 38 32.907 5.093 13.402
ARIMA 
model.(1,1,1)
49 36 32.19 3.81 10.583
50 38 31.37 6.63 17.447
ARIMA 
model.(1,1,2)
49 36 33.29 2.71 7.528
50 38 33.44 4.56 12
Forecasts.based.on.ARMA.models.and.spectral.analysis.give. forecasts.
at. the.accuracy.level.of.7.5.–.20%..For.ARMA.models. the.accuracy.of. the.
forecast.depends.on. the.skill.and.experience.of. the.forecaster..The.forecast.
for. the.first.period.for. the.ARMA.(1,.1,.1).model. is.more. than.10%,.while.





The. model. would. therefore. not. capture. cyclical. changes,. which. might. be.
visible.in.shorter.or.longer.periods.of.time.
6. Conclusions 
Forecasting. methods. based. on. time. series. in. the. company. should. include.
the. evaluation. and. extraction. of. the. deterministic. part. of. the. series. (trend,.
seasonality,. randomness,. cyclicity).. In. this. regard,.methods.of.modeling. and.
forecasting.time.series.must.be.properly.chosen.
ARMA.models.are.quite.good.at.modeling.variables.that.are.characterized.
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